Golden Frontier
Link to the Game

Promoter

Type of Game

Target Age

Language(s)

Prosocial Value(s)

Prosocial Skill(s)

Objectives

Description of the
games

http://psv.europole.org/

http://www.gamesgames.com/game/golden-frontier English version
http://www.juegos.com/juego/golden-frontier Spanish version

Consejeria de Education Junta de Castilla y Leon (Spain)

Online game - multiplayer - flashgame

7-15

English, Spanish, other languages

Cooperation
Responsibility
Join a group
Cooperation
 Direct: learn to work under cooperation rules
 Indirect: better understanding of natural laws
 Inter cross disciplinary: communication skills development
 Psychological, sociological, prosocial: Put friendship in value; being
able of asking and giving help to achieve a common objective
As the player (either male or female) is going down a river their boat
breaks and they have to settle down.
There, they will have some people to help them to achieve their goals:
- Decorate settlement and build a town in Wild West.
- Help the neighbours with task and orders.
- Explore new territories of the west frontier.
- Become a real farmer and take care of various animals.
- Craft useful tools and items
Also the player will experience:
- The storyline based on legends of people who took part in California
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Gold Rush.
- The bright landscapes, spectacular river flow and realistic character
animation
They will get epic experience of farm management and householding. .

Equipment Needed

Description of The
Activity

Timing

Computer with Windows system
Smartphone or tablet with 2GB RAM
Once the pupil click on the link above:
- Pupils will have to make their minds and decide between some
options.
- Follow some orders and complete the required tasks.
- The player can be in problems and they have the chance to ask other
classmate for help
50 minutes but it is possible to save the session so you can adapt to the
lesson timing

Images or Other
Documents

-

Other Relevant Links

http://psv.europole.org/

http://www.games.co.uk
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